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ABSTRACT  

The effect of systematic Zr additions on the corrosion behavior of Ti was studied in both acidic 

and Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) containing environments, including macrophage cell 

culture, simulating inflammation associated with metallic implants. Electrochemical 

measurements on commercially-pure (CP) Ti, Zr and TiZr alloys showed that increasing Zr 

additions progressively enhanced Ti passivity in both acidic (HCl) and oxidative (H2O2) 

environments. However, a Ti50Zr alloy was found with increased pitting susceptibility. 

Corrosion was also evaluated using mass-spectrometry to determine metal ion release following 

mailto:o.addison@bham.ac.uk
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exposure of the alloys to THP-1 macrophage cell cultures, transformed into either their M1 

(inflammatory states) or M2a (tissue repair states) phenotypes. The magnitude of ion release was 

reduced with increasing Zr contents, consistent with electrochemical observations. Nevertheless, 

optimized Zr content in Ti should balance both passivity and pitting resistance. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Commercially pure titanium (CP Ti) is commonly used for dental implants owing to its 

biocompatibility and suitable mechanical strength.
1
 However, there is increasing interest in the 

use of small diameter dental implants, which require alloys with higher mechanical strength to 

decrease the risk of fracture in service.
2
 Newly-developed Ti alloys include a binary TiZr alloy 

(Roxolid®, Straumann) containing between 13%-18% Zr (exact composition undisclosed).
2
 The 

TiZr-Roxolid® alloy shows enhanced mechanical strength with similar osseointegration 

properties and biocompatibility when compared with CP Ti.
2
 The improvement in mechanical 

properties has been attributed to the solid solution strengthening mechanism.
3-5

 An experimental 

TiZr alloy with 50% (wt%) Zr has been shown to have a surface hardness and tensile strength 

increased by approximately 2.5 fold when compared with pure Ti or Zr.
4
   

Exposure of Ti and Zr to air and to neutral solutions results in the spontaneous formation of a 

passive surface oxide layer which protects the underlying metal from further corrosion.
6-8

 The 

corrosion resistance of a number of discrete compositions of binary TiZr alloys has been 

previously reported in both standard testing solutions and in simulated physiological 

electrolytes.
9-12

 Yu et al. showed an enhanced oxide film stability of Ti50Zr (wt%) when 

compared with that of CP Ti in de-aerated 5 M HCl solutions, and a reduced rate of dissolution 

at low potentials which could suggest enhanced corrosion resistance in crevice conditions.
10, 11

 

Moreno et al. showed that Ti20Zr (wt%) passivates more rapidly and maintains a more stable 

passive surface than CP Ti in Ringer’s solution across various pH (3.4, 7.6 and 8.9).
9
 It has been 

suggested that a Ti12Zr (wt%) alloy exhibits improved corrosion behaviour when compared with 

CP Ti and Ti6Al4V when tested in physiological solutions containing cultured human cells.
12

 

The corrosion behaviour of Ti alloys with additions of Zr between 5% and 20% (wt%) was 
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investigated with potentiodynamic sweeps, leading to the conclusion that Ti15Zr is more 

corrosion resistant than CP Ti in 0.9% NaCl solutions.
13

 Ti alloys with higher Zr additions (from 

55% to 95% in wt%) showed higher passivity of Ti in fluoride-containing solutions,
14, 15

 but 

increased pitting corrosion in chloride-containing solutions.
16

  

The corrosion behaviour of CP Ti depends upon its environment.
17, 18

 In a neutral environment 

such as extracellular fluid, Ti forms a highly corrosion-resistant passive film.  However, metal 

implants with parts that are press-fit together, for example modular hip implants, 

mechanically-assisted crevice corrosion (MACC) can take place,
19, 20

 in which micromotion 

between the surfaces depassivates the Ti leading to rapid corrosion forming titanium ions, which 

hydrolyse forming highly acidic solutions that favour continuing corrosion rather than 

repassivation of the metal.  Alternatively, the implant may be exposed to inflammatory 

biomolecules such as Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS), including H2O2, produced during tissue 

inflammation.
21

 Extensive studies have shown that H2O2 significantly enhances corrosion of 

Ti,
17, 22-26

 however, there seems no work has been conducted studying the effects of H2O2 (at 

physiological relevant levels) on the corrosion of TiZr or pure Zr. While studying the role of 

H2O2 in vitro can provide some insight into the underlying mechanisms affecting corrosion in the 

presence of ROS, it is desirable to complement such studies by investigating corrosion in cell 

cultures.
27-29

 Innate immune cells including macrophages can release ROS in response to 

pathogens and to foreign bodies, and have been shown to interact with Ti implant surfaces and 

modify corrosion resistance.
21, 27, 28

  

The aim of this study is to characterise the corrosion resistance of CP Ti, CP Zr and three 

binary TiZr alloys to investigate the effect of systematic Zr additions (0, 5, 15, 50 and 100 at%) 

on the corrosion of Ti in different electrolytes including an environment that represents local 
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acidification as a consequence of MACC (2 M HCl), one that represents an inflammatory 

environment (0.1 M H2O2), and an environment containing macrophages that are stimulated to 

generate more realistic ROS. Macrophage phenotypic diversity is better described as a spectrum 

rather than a set of distinct states; macrophage phenotypes are flexible, reversible and 

overlapping rather than fixed, final, and discrete. However broadly speaking, macrophage 

phenotypes can be classified as pro-inflammatory (M1) or anti inflammatory/wound healing 

(M2). The M2 state can be further subdivided into M2a, M2b, and M2c depending on the exact 

stimuli used to generate them.
30-32

 M2 macrophages are generally considered to be low ROS 

producers, but are capable of ROS generation when exposed to the appropriate stimuli.
33

  

 

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Materials   

Binary TiZr alloy rods (diameter 10 mm) with 5%, 15%, and 50% Zr (at%) were commercially 

sourced (American Elements®, USA). All grades were cast and melted at least three times to 

ensure homogeneity. CP Ti (Grade 2, Titanium Products Ltd, Solihull, UK)) discs (diameter 10 

mm and thickness 1 mm) and CP Zr (Grade 702, GoodFellow, UK) rod (diameter 10 mm) were 

obtained. The compositions of the five alloys are listed in Table 1.   
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Table 1. The composition (wt%) of TiZr binary alloys (Certificate of Analysis, American Elements
®
), CP Ti (Grade 2) and CP Zr 

(Grade 702) (manufacturer’s compositional certificates). 

Alloys Fe Ni Mg Al Si Cu Hf Cr C O N H Zr Ti  

CP Ti  0.03 - - - - - - - 0.01 0.13 <0.01 0.002 - Bal. 

Ti5Zr 0.075 0.002 0.002 0.018 0.005 0.016 - - < 0.01 < 0.08 - - 9 Bal. 

Ti15Zr 0.069 0.002 0.002 0.016 0.005 0.015 - - < 0.01 < 0.08 - - 25 Bal. 

Ti50Zr 0.048 0.002 0.003 0.012 0.007 0.009 - - < 0.01 < 0.08 - - 66 Bal. 

CP Zr 0.07 - - - - - 2.36 0.01 0.015 0.11 0.007 0.002 Bal. - 
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2.2 Sample Preparation  

The alloys were machined into 1 mm thickness discs for subsequent characterisation and 

testing. Samples for optical and electron microscopy were mounted, wet polished from 800 to 

4000 grit using SiC abrasive papers and finished with OP-S colloidal silica suspension (0.04 μm) 

on MD-Chem cloth (Struers, Ballerup, Denmark) to obtain a consistent mirror surface finish. 

As-polished CP Ti, Ti5Zr and Ti15Zr samples were rinsed and sonicated with deionised water 

(Millipore, >15 MΩcm), and methanol, followed by etching in Kroll’s agent (2% HF, 6% HNO3 

and 92% H2O). Ti-50Zr was etched separately in diluted Kroll’s agent (0.5% HF, 5% HNO3, 

balanced with H2O), prior to optical microscopy. 

Samples for electrochemistry tests were cold-mounted in a non-conductive resin and polished 

to mirror surface finish using the previously described methods. The surfaces of prepared 

samples were rinsed with deionised water and 100% methanol and dried in an oil-free air stream. 

To ensure consistently in the surface oxide layer formed on different samples, each sample was 

exposed in ambient laboratory air for a fixed time of 15 mins following final surface polishing, 

prior to electrochemical characterisation.  

Samples for immersion measurements in cell culture were prepared by wet polishing from 400, 

800, 1200 to 2500 grit and finished with 4000 grit using endotoxin free water (sterile filtered, 

<0.005 EU/mL, Sigma Aldrich, UK) as the lubricant. Polished discs were then sonicated with 

methanol and endotoxin free water for 10 mins, respectively, in sterilised glassware.  

2.3 Electrochemical Measurements  

Naturally-aerated 2 M HCl solutions were prepared from reagent grade HCl (30 wt% in H2O, 

Fisher Scientific, UK) and diluted with deionised water. Physiological saline (0.15 M NaCl, 

0.9 wt%) was prepared by dissolving NaCl (Sigma Aldrich, UK) in deionised water. H2O2 
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(30 wt% in H2O, Sigma Aldrich, UK) was added in 0.9% NaCl solutions to give concentration of 

0.1 M. The H2O2 stock solution was kept stored at 4±2 °C. A three-electrode cell was used for 

electrochemical tests, which was maintained at a temperature of 37±1 °C. The cold-mounted 

samples were used as working electrodes, Pt mesh was the counter electrode and a Saturated 

Calomel Electrodes (SCE) was the reference electrode. All the potentials are referenced to this 

scale. 

Open Circuit Potentials (OCP) of samples were measured for 1 h allowing potentials to reach 

stable values (Gill AC potentiostat, ACM Instruments). Subsequently, anodic polarisation curves 

were then measured from -50 mV vs. OCP at a scan rate of 1 mV/s. Cathodic polarisation curves 

were measured from +50 mV vs. OCP at a scan rate of 1 mV/s. In addition, to study the effect of 

H2O2 on dissolution rate, potentiostatic polarisation was performed at 500 mV (vs. SCE) 

following 1 h immersion at OCP in 0.9% NaCl. At 1000 s of the potentiostatic tests, a solution of 

0.9% NaCl containing H2O2 was added to give a final concentration of 0.1 M H2O2, which was 

stirred to ensure complete mixing. Control experiments were performed in parallel where the 

solution was stirred at the same time points without any addition of H2O2.   

All electrochemical tests were repeated at least twice using newly prepared samples and 

solutions to confirm consistency of the measurements. 

2.4 Corrosion (ion release) in macrophages cell culture 

Metal discs were sterilised by incubating in 70% ethanol for 1 h followed by rinsing in 

endotoxin-free RPMI-1640 medium (R8758, Sigma Aldrich, UK). Sterilised discs were placed 

into 24 well plastic plates which had been pre-blocked with a 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) 

supplemented RPMI-1640 medium overnight. A culture medium of RPMI-1640 with addition of 

10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), amphotericin B (2.5 μg/mL), penicillin (100 units/mL), 
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streptomycin (100 µg/mL) and phorbol 12 myristate 13 acetate (PMA) (10 ng/mL) was prepared. 

THP-1 cells, a human monocytic cell line, were differentiated into adherent macrophage-like 

cells using PMA. To differentiate THP-1 cells into M1 and M2 phenotypes, the bulk medium 

was supplemented with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (100 ng/mL) and interferon gamma (IFN-γ) 

(50 ng/mL) to differentiate a M1 phenotype, or interleukin 4 (IL-4) (10 ng/mL) to differentiate a 

M2 (specifically M2a) phenotype 
32,34 

THP-1 cells were grown to passage 15 and viability was 

determined using Trypan Blue exclusion (Sigma Aldrich, UK), which was typically >95%. A 

starting concentration of 6.7x10
5
 cells/mL was used. 1.5 mL of the cell suspension was incubated 

in wells with each metal disc. Cell culture medium was also incubated with the metal samples as 

a control condition. Control groups with no metal discs were also prepared in parallel, containing 

1.5 mL of M1 cells with the bulk medium, 1.5 mL of M2 cells with the bulk medium and the 

bulk medium alone respectively. Six groups of incubation assays, with triplicated samples for 

each group, were incubated in a thermostatic incubator at 37 °C, 5% CO2 and 100% humidity. 

After 4 days of incubation, 1 mL of medium was removed from each well and replaced with 1 

mL of fresh medium with appropriate cytokines. The extracted media from the wells were 

individually stored and frozen at -20 °C. This process was repeated 3 times for each consecutive 

4-day period. At the end of 13 days incubation, 60 µL of detergent (10% sodium dodecyl (lauryl) 

sulfate (SDS)) was added into all wells (including the control groups) and 1.5 mL medium which 

included supernatants and cell lysates were collected from each well and frozen at -20 °C.  

For inductively coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) analysis, the 3 media aliquots (3 

mL) collected during the incubation and the 1.5 mL aliquot collected at the end of incubation 

were pooled together, from which 3.4 mL was taken for solution analysis.  
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2.5 Quantification of metal ion release 

The retrieved and pooled sample solutions were refrigerated at -20 °C prior to analysis. The 

metal ion concentrations of Ti and Zr were quantified from neat sample solutions using a 

Thermo iCAP
TM

 7000 ICP-AES system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, UK), which was calibrated 

against serially diluted Ti and Zr standards (Fisher Scientific, UK). The system was rinsed with 

10% HNO3 in between analyzed samples. The detection limit was 0.3 ppb for Ti and 0.4 ppb for 

Zr.  

2.6 Surface Characterisation 

Cell adherence and the cell morphologies of THP-1 cells on each metal substrate were 

characterised using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Zeiss EVO MA-10) in secondary 

electron mode with an energy of 10 keV. Surface coverage of cells (which was considered to 

reflect the percentage of surface exposed to cell-generated ROS species) was examined by SEM 

imaging of the retrieved metal substrates after culturing with unstimulated THP-1 cells, for 7 

days for each alloy composition. Morphologies of M1 and M2 phenotypes of THP-1 cells were 

characterised on retrieved CP Ti substrates after culturing with the cells in respective stimulating 

media for 24 h. All the retrieved discs were prepared by fixation and dehydration method prior to 

SEM characterisation. The retrieved metal substrates with adhered cells were washed with 

Hank’s balanced salt solution (Sigma Aldrich, UK) gently for 3 times and fixed by incubation in 

1.5 mL of 2.5% glutaraldehyde (EM Grade, Agar Scientific, UK) in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate for 

10 mins at room temperature. The disks were then dehydrated by sequential immersion in 1 mL 

of 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 90%, 95%, 100% (twice) ethanol for 10 min, followed by 

incubating with 0.2 mL of hexamethyldisilazane which was allowed to evaporate overnight. 
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Image analysis on standardised SEM images (cell morphology and surface coverage) was 

performed using Fiji software (ImageJ, National Institutes of Health, USA) using the method 

described previously.
35

 The cells were segmented from the surface using the Trainable Weka 

Segmentation plugin
36

 with segmentation filters as previously described.
35, 37

 After segmenting 

each image (four in images for each cell phenotype), objects that were less than 30 pixels were 

assumed to be noise and were removed using ‘Analyse Particles’ plugin.
35

  The image histogram 

was calculated to determine the number of pixels corresponding to cell coverage. This value was 

used along with the total number of pixels in the image to calculate the amount of cells covering 

the surface as a percentage of the total area in the image, termed the ‘cell spread area’. Statistical 

difference was tested by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) at a significance level of 

α=0.05. 
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3 RESULTS 

3.1 Microstructure 

Optical micrographs of etched CP Ti and binary TiZr alloys discs are shown in Figure 1. CP 

Ti consists of equiaxed α grains. Ti5Zr has coarse as-cast grains within which there are primary 

α lamellae in colonies. With increases in Zr, as seen in the case for Ti15Zr and Ti50Zr, finer 

needle-type lamellae structures are exhibited. The structure of Zr is shown in an SEM image 

(Figure 1) on an as-polished surface instead of an etched surface as Zr was unsuitable for etching 

in Kroll’s solution. The CP Zr surface showed features of α grains with a uniform distribution of 

second phase particles, with a size of 1-5 µm, that were confirmed to be enriched in Fe and 

depleted in Zr by EDX analysis.  
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Figure 1. Optical microscopy images of the etched surfaces of CP Ti, Ti5Zr, Ti15Zr and Ti50Zr 

(all in at%). SEM (BSE) image of an as-polished surface of CP Zr featuring characteristics of 

second phase particles, which were shown to be enriched in Fe and depleted in Zr by EDX 

examination. 
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3.2 Corrosion behaviour in HCl  

Open circuit potentials (OCPs) of CP Ti, TiZr binary alloys and CP Zr in 2 M HCl solutions 

are shown in Figure 2a. The OCP for CP Ti showed rapid decrease with time from ~ -350 mV, 

then settled close to -650 mV, consistent with a depassivation. Ti5Zr also showed an abrupt 

decrease in OCP, but the timescale was significantly longer than that for CP Ti and the OCP after 

1 hour was slightly higher at ~ -600 mV. Ti15Zr showed a much more gradual decrease in OCP 

to ~ -400 mV whereas Ti50Zr and CP Zr both showed a gradual increase in OCP to ~ -300 mV 

and ~ -230 mV, respectively indicating surface passivation. 

Anodic polarisation curves of the alloys after 1 h immersion in 2 M HCl solutions at OCP are 

shown in Figure 2b. CP Ti exhibited a clear active/passive transition at -500 mV with an anodic 

peak of critical current density (icrit) of ~60 µA/cm
2
, whereas Ti5Zr showed a similar active 

passive transition but with a reduced icrit of ~40 µA/cm
2
.  There is no sign of any increased 

current density at high potential associated with pitting corrosion.  Ti15Zr did not show an 

active-passive transition but instead showed only a passive region with a passive current density 

of ~10 µA/cm
2
 without any sign of pitting corrosion at potentials up to 1.4 V. Ti50Zr showed 

similar passive behaviour with a lower passive current density of ~5 µA/cm
2
 compared with 

Ti15Zr, however it was susceptible to pitting corrosion, shown by a sudden increase in current at 

higher potential. The pitting potential was variable with one value 640 mV and the other above 

1000 mV. Similarly, CP Zr was even more susceptible to pitting at much lower potentials at 

approximately 100 mV. It can be concluded that at potentials before pitting breakdown, with 

increasing additions of Zr in Ti, the passive current densities were progressively reduced, 

showing enhancement of the passivity and thus corrosion resistance of Ti.  
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Figure 2. (a) Open Circuit Potentials of CP Ti, Ti5Zr, Ti15Zr, Ti50Zr alloys and CP Zr in 

2 M HCl during 1 h immersion at 37 °C; (b) Anodic polarisation of CP Ti, Ti5Zr, Ti15Zr, 

Ti50Zr alloys and CP Zr in 2 M HCl at 37°C after 1 h immersion at OCP. Scan rate was 1 mV/s. 

 

3.3 Corrosion behaviour in physiological saline with and without H2O2   

The OCP as a function of time was measured for CP Ti, TiZr alloys and CP Zr in 0.9% NaCl 

with and without the addition of 0.1 M H2O2. For all of the measurements, the OCP gradually 
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increased during the 1 h immersion period (not shown), indicating passivation. Figure 3 shows 

the OCP at 1 h as a function of Zr concentration. It can be seen that in both solutions, the OCP is 

significantly higher in the presence of H2O2. Both in the presence and absence of H2O2, addition 

of 5% Zr decreases the OCP significantly, with a further decrease for Ti15Zr, and smaller 

decreases for higher Zr levels. 

 

 

Figure 3. OCP of CP Ti, Ti5Zr, Ti15Zr, Ti50Zr and CP Zr in physiological saline (0.9% NaCl) 

with or without addition of 0.1 M H2O2 after 1h immersion at 37 °C. The x-axis is the effective 

Zr concentration (at%) in each tested alloy. All data shown (n=3). 

Anodic polarisation curves for CP Ti, TiZr alloys and CP Zr were measured in 0.9% NaCl 

solutions with and without addition of H2O2 (Figure 4). In 0.9% NaCl solution alone, it was 

found that CP Ti, Ti5Zr and Ti15Zr showed spontaneous passivation with passive current 

densities at a similar level (5 µA/cm
2
) and no anodic breakdown was observed for potentials up 

to 1000 mV. Ti50Zr and CP Zr also showed spontaneous passivation with a similar passive 

current density but both were susceptible to pitting at potentials > 500 mV.  
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In 0.9% NaCl with addition of 0.1 M H2O2, spontaneous passivation was again observed in 

CP Ti, Ti5Zr and Ti15Zr and the passive current densities were increased by up to 3 µA/cm
2
 in 

relative to the level of 5 µA/cm
2
 observed without the addition of H2O2. However, for Ti50Zr 

and CP Zr, such increases were not observed and passive current densities were reduced 

compared to the level of 5 µA/cm
2 

in the absence of H2O2. Pitting behaviour was observed at 

high potentials (close to 1000 mV) in both Ti50Zr and CP Zr, indicating a similar susceptibility 

to pitting in 0.9% NaCl regardless of the presence and absence of H2O2. 

 

 

Figure 4. Anodic polarisation of CP Ti, Ti5Zr, Ti15Zr, Ti50Zr alloys and CP Zr in 0.9% NaCl 

with and without addition of 0.1 M H2O2 at 37 °C after 1 h immersion at OCP. Scan rate was 

1 mV/s. 
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Cathodic polarisation curves of CP Ti, TiZr alloys and CP Zr were measured in 0.9% NaCl 

with and without addition of H2O2 and are shown in Figure 5. It was observed that in 0.9% NaCl 

alone, the addition of Zr to Ti reduced the cathodic current density. In 0.9% NaCl with the 

addition of 0.1 M H2O2, the rates for cathodic reactions were increased for all alloys due to 

reduction of H2O2. Addition of Zr to Ti decreased the cathodic reaction rates in solutions of 0.9% 

NaCl containing H2O2.  

 

Figure 5. Cathodic polarisation curves for CP Ti, Ti5Zr, Ti15Zr, Ti50Zr and CP Zr in 0.9% 

NaCl with and without addition of 0.1 M H2O2 at 37 °C after 1 h immersion at OCP. Scan rate 

was 1 mV/s. 

Potentiostatic polarisation experiments (Figure 6) were carried out in 0.9% NaCl at 500 mV, 

which is a potential in the passive region (Figure 4). At ~1000 s, in some cases H2O2 was added 

to give a final concentration of 0.1 M H2O2 in 0.9% NaCl, and all solutions were stirred at this 

point. CP Zr underwent pitting after polarisation and is therefore not included in Figure 6.  For 

all alloys in solutions that were only stirred, without addition of H2O2 (solid lines in Figure 6), 
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the current density continued to decrease, consistent with a growing passive film. When H2O2 

was added, the current densities for CP Ti and Ti5Zr started to increase (broken lines in Figure 

6), suggesting that the passive films became less protective. The increase in current density 

following addition of H2O2 was less for Ti15Zr, and for Ti50Zr, the effect of H2O2 was 

completely suppressed.  

 

Figure 6. Current density as a function of time for CP Ti, Ti5Zr, Ti15Zr, Ti50Zr and CP Zr 

under potentiostatic control at 500 mV (vs. SCE) in 0.9% NaCl after 1 h immersion at OCP, 37 

°C. For some experiments, H2O2 was added to the solution to give a final concentration of 0.1 M 

H2O2 at 1000 s (broken lines), and in all experiments, the solution was stirred just after 1000 s. 

 

3.4 Metal ion release associated with THP 1 culture 

Quantitative image analysis of adherent THP-1 cells on Ti, Zr, TiZr surfaces confirmed minor 

differences in surface coverage between different substrates, varying from 74% (Ti50Zr alloy) to 

92% (Ti15Zr alloy) between the five types of alloys. On the CP Ti surface, THP-1 cells 

differentiated into M1 and M2 phenotypes showed morphological differences (Figure 7). M1 

cells exhibited round flattened shapes (Figure 7a) and M2 cells showed elongation (Figure 7d). 
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Cell coverage on the CP Ti surface differed between M1 and M2 phenotypes with the M1 cells 

demonstrating a significantly lower cell spread area (50%±13%) compared to the M2 phenotype 

(82%±2%) (p=0.02). 

 

Figure 7. SEM images of (a)-(c), M1 phenotype of THP-1 cells stimulated with PMA, IFN-γ and 

LPS; (d)-(f) M2 phenotype of THP-1 cells, stimulated with PMA and IL-4 on the CP Ti G2 

metal substrate. The first row is the magnified area of SEM images, in the second row; the third 

row in blue is the detection of cells (by image segmentation, Fiji analysis software) on the metal 

substrates.  

Figure 8 shows the metal ions released from alloys incubated in THP-1 macrophage cell 

culture of M1 (pro-inflammatory pathways) or M2 (tissue repair) phenotypes for 13 days.   The 
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metal ions released are normalised to the fraction of the metal in the alloy.  Figure 8a shows that 

significant levels of Ti ions are released from all of the alloys in the presence of the 

ROS-generating macrophages compared with the control experiments where the metals are 

exposed only to growth medium in the absence of macrophages. Furthermore, the amount of 

released titanium decreases significantly as the fraction of Zr in the alloy is increased.  This is 

particularly clear when the data from both macrophage cultures are added together.   

Normalised Zr ion release from TiZr alloys (5%, 15% and 50% Zr) and CP Zr is shown in 

Figure 8b. Zr release was shown to be lower than Ti release as data are normalised to the at% 

composition of each exposed alloy.  
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Figure 8. Normalised (by concentration, at%, in respective alloys) (a) Ti release (ppb) (b) Zr 

release (ppb) from immersed alloys CP Ti, Ti5Zr, Ti15Zr, Ti50Zr and CP Zr after 13 days of 

incubation in RPMI 1640 medium with or without addition of M1 or M2 phenotype THP-1 cells 

at 37 °C, 5% CO2, 100% humidity. All data shown (n=3). Square markers for ‘sum of M1 and 

M2 THP1 cells’ are total of two average values of metal releases under M1 or M2 conditions. 

Detection limit (D.L.) was 0.3 ppb for Ti and 0.4 ppb for Zr. Marker (*) indicates measurements 

made for CP Ti (0%) and Ti5Zr (5%) were below the detection limit.   

 

4 DISCUSSION 

4.1 Zr additions reduced passive current density of Ti in HCl solutions  

Previously it has been established that Ti oxides became destabilised when exposed to 

concentrated reducing acids like HCl,
10, 38

 and the addition of 50% Zr to Ti improved its oxide 

stability at open circuit
10

 and increased its resistance to dissolution at lower potentials.
11

 The 

present study is consistent and supports previous findings. In addition, it was observed that at 

open circuit conditions (Figure 2a) the addition of 5% Zr to Ti showed little differences 

compared with CP Ti. However, with 15% addition of Zr to Ti, a much bigger difference was 

presented where the characteristic abrupt drops associated with oxide film dissolution
10

 were not 

shown, implying an enhanced surface oxide stability. Further increased Zr additions to Ti (50% 

and 100%, effectively), in contrast, demonstrated spontaneous passivation behaviour, where it 

was suggested that Zr oxides are kinetically resistant to chemical dissolution in HCl solutions.
10

 

CP Ti is susceptible to dissolution at low potentials (Figure 2b), which can be established by 

dissolution or rupture of passive films which is encountered in mechanically-assisted crevice 

corrosion.
19

 In contrast, Zr (and ZrO2) was shown to be resistant to dissolution in the acidic 

environment at low potentials.
11

 Addition of 5 at% Zr suppressed the active dissolution peaks 

and was observed with a reduced critical current density, indicating an increased resistance to 

dissolution. For 15 at% Zr and above, the surface oxide films preserved following immersion at 
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OCP in 2 M HCl, resulting in spontaneous passivation during polarisation (Figure 2b). It can be 

concluded that increasing Zr additions to Ti enhances its passivity at low potentials in acidic 

environments. This can be attributed to the different resistance of TiO2 and ZrO2 to dissolution at 

low potentials, where TiO2 can be preferentially dissolved resulting in accumulation of ZrO2 in 

the surface oxides,
11

 
  
making it more resistant to dissolution.  

4.2 Zr contents increased corrosion resistance of CP Ti in physiological saline with H2O2 

In the neutral environment (physiological saline with or without addition of 0.1 M H2O2), 

spontaneous passivation was observed for all alloys at open circuit conditions. The addition of 

H2O2 increased the OCP of all the alloys (Figure 3), since H2O2 is a strong oxidant
39

 and 

enhanced the cathodic activities of all the alloys (Figure 5). Increasing Zr additions in Ti 

progressively reduced the potentials in both H2O2 free and H2O2 containing electrolytes. This 

was due to the reduced rates of cathodic reactions of TiZr alloys with increasing Zr additions, 

which is likely to be a result of the formation of a thicker and less conductive oxide (Figure 5).   

It is well-established that H2O2 enhances the corrosion of Ti via a complexation reaction with 

its surface oxides.
17, 22-26

 Consistently in the present work, higher passive densities of Ti were 

observed following the introduction of H2O2 in the saline during both potentiodynamic and 

potentiostatic polarisations (Figure 4 and Figure 6). However, increasing additions of Zr (from 

5% to 50%) in Ti presented reduced scales of increased passive current densities (Figure 4). 

Furthermore, it was observed a progressive suppression in the impact of H2O2 on the rise in 

passive current density at a static potential (Figure 6), by increasing additions of Zr in Ti. A 

complete passivation behaviour was found with the 50% Zr addition regardless the presence of 

H2O2. It appears that Zr and/or Zr oxides are not susceptible to the complexation by H2O2, which 
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seems to protect the surface oxide of TiZr alloy by forming a ZrO2-enriched surface film that is 

resistant to dissolution in the presence of H2O2.   

4.3 Increased pitting susceptibility by higher Zr concentrations in Ti 

Increased pitting susceptibilities were observed with higher Zr additions in Ti including Ti50Zr 

as well as CP Zr in both acidic (HCl) and neutral (physiological saline with and without H2O2) 

solutions (Figure 2b and Figure 4). It was found that Ti50Zr was susceptible to pitting at 

potentials >500 mV in both HCl and physiological saline. However, CP Zr showed much lower 

pitting potentials in the HCl (around 100 mV) than those in the NaCl (>500 mV), indicating 

higher pitting susceptibility at lower pH. It is well known that Ti has a high level of resistance to 

pitting corrosion and a recent study on the corrosion of Ti and Ti-Zr alloys in a lactic acid 

solution and artificial saliva found that Ti-30Zr and Ti-50Zr were resistant to pitting corrosion 

whereas Ti-70Zr was susceptible.
40

 Zr is known to be vulnerable to pitting attack in chloride 

containing environments,
41, 42

 and pits are often found initiated at the flaws of the metal, such as 

the Fe-enriched second phase particles observed on the CP Zr surface (Figure 1), which could 

account for the observed pitting susceptibility.   

4.4 Zr additions enhance cell mediated corrosion resistance  

Corrosion mediated by the contents of microenvironments formed between eukaryotic or 

prokaryotic cells and implant surfaces has been associated with implant degradation in vivo.
21, 27, 

28
 Cell mediated corrosion has been linked to cellular production of ROS species, including 

superoxide anions and H2O2 released or formed in the environmental niche between a metal 

surface and the adhered cells.
21, 27

 The presence of adherent THP-1 cells resulted in both Ti and 

Zr release (Figure 8). Different functional phenotypes of THP-1 cells resulted in differences in 

metal releases. M1 or M2 macrophage phenotypes can be distinguished by their different ability 
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to produce inflammatory cytokines as well as oxygen and nitrogen radicals.
43

 The 

pro-inflammatory M1 state is a classically activated state with enhanced microbiocidal activities 

including ROS production (to increase killing ability).
43, 44

 The M2 state is associated with a 

wound-healing phenotype of macrophages, which is less efficient in producing ROS species than 

the M1 state.
43

 It is worth pointing out the activity of the cells and ROS release are directly 

associated with functional activity such as phagocytosis, which was not simulated in this study. 

Here, Ti release was found to be higher in the presence of THP-1 cells in their M2 state when 

compared with the activated M1 state (Figure 8), which might be considered counter-intuitive 

given the higher ROS levels often associated with M1 macrophages. However, it should be noted 

that M2 macrophages are also capable of ROS production, albeit less than M1 macrophages.
33

 

M2 macrophages are also phenotypically related to Foreign Body Giant Cells (FBGC),
45

 and 

both M2 and FBGC can be derived from monocytes by IL-4 treatment.
46

  FBGC are 

multinucleate syncytial cells formed by fusion of multiple macrophages in response to foreign 

bodies such as biomaterials which are too large to be phagocytosed,
47

 and share characteristics of 

both M1 and M2 macrophages.
45,48

 FBGC generate a sealed cavity between themselves and the 

surface of foreign material, into which they secrete enzymes and ROS. This process, termed 

frustrated phagocytosis, has been observed in THP-1 cells exposed to non-phagocytosable 

synthetic materials.
49

  

In addition, the extracellular chemistry is complex in nature
43

 and the concentration of ROS 

species such as H2O2 can vary with time and spatially.
50

 The enhanced metal ion release by M2 

cells in this study is most likely attributed to the significantly higher surface coverage observed 

by the cells on the metal surface creating the micro-environments that permit interactions 

between ROS and the substrate surface (Figure 7). It was found that Ti dissolution induced by 
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M2 cells was suppressed progressively by the addition of Zr (Figure 8), similarly shown in the 

sum of averaged metal release induced by M1 and M2 cells, which was found to be entirely 

consistent with the inhibiting effect of Zr addition on dissolution of Ti in the presence of H2O2 

(Figure 6) and in HCl solutions (Figure 2). The effect of Zr additions in Ti has been 

demonstrated to enhance the corrosion resistance and passivity of Ti in both acidic (HCl) and 

inflammatory (H2O2 in 0.9% NaCl) environments. Consistently in more physiologically 

representative cell cultures, increasing Zr additions in Ti has been demonstrated to significantly 

reduce Ti ion release. However, the optimized Zr content in the TiZr alloy should be based on 

the balance of enhanced passivity at low potentials and enhanced pitting resistance at high 

potentials.
40

 It is suggested that the optimal range of Zr proportion will be less than 50%,
40

 and in 

this study the Ti15Zr alloy exhibited optimum behavior. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

1. Additions of Zr to Ti (systemically from 5, 15, 50%) have been shown to induce 

significant effects on corrosion resistance of Ti: 

a) in acidic environment (2 M HCl), additions of Zr enhance oxide film stability and 

passivity of Ti. 

b) in H2O2 containing 0.9% NaCl solutions (representative of a more inflammatory 

environment), additions of Zr reduce OCPs of Ti by decreasing its cathodic 

activities. Furthermore, the enhanced anodic dissolution of Ti induced by H2O2 

were supressed progressively by increasing Zr additions, suggesting a more 

resistant surface oxide film of TiZr alloy compared with CP Ti.  

c) However, higher addition of Zr e.g. 50 at% in Ti was susceptible to pitting at high 

potentials in both HCl and H2O2 containing NaCl solutions.     
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2. Ti release from CP Ti and TiZr alloys was induced by the presence of adherent THP-1 

cells inducted into a pro-inflammatory M1 phenotype and into a ‘tissue healing’ M2 

phenotype. The magnitude of ion release was reduced with increasing Zr content and the 

pattern of corrosion behaviour was consistent with electrochemical measurements.  

3. Systematic addition of Zr to Ti has been demonstrated to progressively enhance Ti 

passivity in both simulated physiological solutions and cell-culture environment. 

However, caution needs to be taken when considering higher Zr concentrations due to an 

increased susceptibility to pitting corrosion. Optimisation of composition should be based 

on both passivity and pitting resistance such as Ti15Zr found in this study. 
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